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Abstract. Ozonolysis of fatty acid monolayers was studied to understand the fate of organic-coated aerosols under realistic 

atmospheric conditions. Specifically, we investigated the effects of temperature and salinity on the degradation of oleic acid 

at the air–water interface and the persistence of the aged surfactant film at the surface. The presence of a residual film is of 

atmospheric importance, as surface monolayers affect the physical properties of the droplets and because of the role they 

play in cloud formation. This occurs via several effects, most notably via surface tension reduction. The interplay between 20 

atmospheric aerosol loading and the formation, nature, and persistence of clouds is a key uncertainty in climate modelling. 

Our data show that a residual surface film, which we suspect to be formed of nonanoic acid and a mixture of azelaic and 9-

oxononanoic acids, is retained at the interface after ozonolysis at near-freezing temperatures, but not at room temperature. 

Given the low temperature conditions used here are atmospherically realistic, the persistence of a product film must be 

considered when assessing the impact of unsaturated fatty acid partitioned to the air–water interface. The presence of stable 25 

(non-oxidisable) reaction products also opens the possibility of build-up of inert monolayers during the aerosol life-cycle 

with potential implications for cloud formation.  Furthermore, we measured the kinetic behaviour of these films and found 

that the reactions are not significantly affected by the shift to a lower temperature with rate coefficients determined to be (2.2 

± 0.4) × 10-10 cm2 s-1 at 21 ± 1 °C, and (2.2 ± 0.2) × 10-10 cm2 s-1 at 2 ± 1 °C. 

 30 

1 Introduction 

Organic films are formed at the surfaces of aerosol particles in the atmosphere (Gill et al., 1983; Ellison et al., 1999; Sareen 

et al., 2013; Noziere et al., 2014; Kroflic et al., 2018; Gerard et al., 2019), and the partitioning of organic components in this 

manner changes the physical properties of the aerosol particle and its chemical reactivity (Ruehl et al., 2016; Ovadnevaite et 
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al., 2017). A key review (Donaldson and Vaida, 2006) has brought together various emerging trends in the study of these 35 

films and their relevance to atmospheric processes. An important area of interest regarding these films concerns the 

interactions between atmospheric aerosol particles and clouds. This relationship is complex and difficult to measure or 

predict (Stevens and Feingold, 2009), and resolving the role played by organic monolayers at the surface of aerosol particles 

is part of solving this puzzle. The organic species that are contained in these surface films oxidise in the atmosphere and may 

produce low volatility products that form secondary organic aerosols. If the oxidation of these species is prevented, 40 

accelerated, or otherwise modified by the partitioning of the reactant into a surface monolayer, then this will have 

implications for the contribution of that reactant to aerosol loading. More importantly, the presence of a surface monolayer 

changes the physical and chemical properties of the aerosol particle itself. 

This study focuses on monolayers at the air–water interface as would be seen on aqueous aerosol droplets, but the concept is 

likely broadly transferrable to any aerosol particle with an organic film coating. These monolayers are relevant, as they 45 

decrease the surface tension of water (Donaldson and Vaida, 2006; Ambaum, 2010); the surface tension of aqueous droplets 

plays a key role in the growth and formation of clouds (Ambaum, 2010; Ovadnevaite et al., 2017). Furthermore, the 

monolayer can act as a barrier to water uptake, retard droplet evaporation, and inhibit the transfer of atmospheric species 

between the air and water phases (Rideal, 1924; La Mer, 1962, 1964; Gaines, 1966; Garrett, 1971; Ray et al., 1991; 

Benjamin, 1996; Barnes, 1997; Li et al., 2019). It can also act as a ‘2D solvent’ for normally water-insoluble species that 50 

could not partition to a water aerosol or modify the solvation behaviour of soluble species (Tomoaia-Cotisel and Cadenhead, 

1991; Cohen Stuart et al., 1996; Mmereki and Donaldson, 2002; Mmereki et al., 2003; Gilman et al., 2004). 

This catalogue of effects upon the aerosol particle caused by the presence of an organic monolayer coating shows the 

importance of establishing the lifetime and ageing of these monolayers in the atmosphere, and this has been the focus of 

previous research (e.g. Hung et al., 2005; Knopf et al., 2005; Voss et al., 2007; Gross et al., 2009; King et al., 2009; Pfrang et 55 

al., 2014; Sebastiani et al., 2018). 

Oleic acid has been a monolayer component of particular interest, as it is a major contributor to both anthropogenic organic 

emissions (it is mostly produced by meat cooking (Shrivastava et al., 2007) and is the dominant component of such 

emissions (Allan et al., 2010)) and biogenic marine aerosols (Tervahattu et al., 2002; Fu et al., 2013). Its ubiquity in such 

aerosols has allowed it to serve as a benchmark molecule for more complex mixtures of organic surfactant produced by such 60 

anthropogenic activity (Zahardis and Petrucci, 2007). While there are numerous studies of pure oleic acid or high oleic acid 

content droplets and their oxidation reactions (e.g. King et al., 2004; Voss et al., 2007; Last et al., 2009; Pfrang et al., 2017), 

work on the oxidation of an oleic acid monolayer at the air–water interface in particular has been comparatively scarce (King 

et al., 2009; Skoda et al., 2017; Sebastiani et al., 2018). 

Ozone (O3) and nitrate radicals (NO3•) are important night-time oxidants (e.g. Hung et al., 2005; Gross et al., 2009; 65 

Sebastiani et al., 2018; Woden et al., 2018), while O3 and hydroxyl radicals (•OH) are the key day time oxidants (see Chen et 

al., 2020 for a recent study of heterogenous OH reactions on organic aerosols). Of these three primary atmospheric oxidants 

O3 is the only one present during the day and night and the present study is focused on ozonolysis, i.e. oxidation by O3. 
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The initial reaction of O3 with oleic acid is chemically well understood, and is laid out in Scheme 1 (compare King et al., 

2009; see also Gallimore et al., 2017). It proceeds via an attack on the carbon–carbon double-bond at the centre of the 70 

molecule. The two reaction pathways resulting from the two possible collapses of the molozonide lead to a total of four 

initial reaction products. These products are nonanoic acid, nonanal, 9-oxononanoic acid, and azelaic acid (Zahardis and 

Petrucci, 2007). The fate of these products after the ozonolysis of an oleic acid monolayer is the subject of debate (Voss et 

al., 2007; King et al., 2009). 

The presence of a product partitioned to the interface after reaction is the most important question for atmospheric impact, as 75 

a monolayer remaining after ozonolysis may perpetuate the modifications to the properties of an aerosol droplet due to the 

persistence of the organic character at the air–water interface even after ozonolysis (Ellison et al., 1999; Donaldson and 

Vaida, 2006). 

The aim of this study is to extend the understanding of oleic acid monolayer ozonolysis in atmospherically relevant 

conditions by investigating the impact of low temperatures and saline subphases. King et al. (2009) investigated a variety of 80 

saline subphases, but did not study differences in ozonolysis behaviour between the monolayers spread upon them at room 

temperature, and to our knowledge no studies have yet investigated the effects of near-freezing temperatures which are 

common in the lower troposphere (Grotjahn, 2015), where these reactions occur. Our study also  incorporates simultaneous 

characterisation by infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) as a secondary analysis technique, using a bespoke 

reaction/analysis chamber recently developed for this purpose (Skoda et al., 2017). 85 

2 Methodology 

This research was performed on the specular neutron reflectometry instruments INTER at the ISIS Neutron and Muon 

Source and FIGARO at Institut Laue Langevin (ILL) and builds on previous work by this research group on the oxidation of 

floating monolayers at the air–water interface performed at these facilities (Pfrang et al., 2014; Sebastiani et al., 2015; Skoda 

et al., 2017; Sebastiani et al., 2018; Woden et al., 2018).  90 

2.1 Neutron Reflectometry 

A review paper (Lu et al., 2000) details how neutron reflectometry can be used to determine the surface concentration of 

organic films present as a monolayer at the air–water interface. In short, neutron reflectivity depends on the differences 

between concentrations of atoms with a characteristic neutron scattering length in adjacent thin layers of material. 

Simplifications of the equations describing this system are possible when studying just one layer (the organic monolayer) at 95 

the interface between air (which essentially has a scattering length density (SLD) of zero) and a ‘null reflecting’ or ‘air-

contrast matched’ subphase (a subphase prepared to have a neutron SLD of zero, matching that of air). Null reflecting 

matched water was prepared as a solution of D2O (99.9 % Atom D; Sigma-Aldrich) 8.8 % v/v in 18.2 MΩ H2O. Null 
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reflecting sodium chloride solution subphase was prepared with 35 g NaCl (< 99 %; Sigma-Aldrich) in 900 mL H2O and 58 

mL D2O. This preparation compensates for the scattering length of the salt ions with a slightly different H2O/D2O ratio. 100 

The reflectivity (fraction of incident neutrons reflected; R) varies as a function of the energy and reflection angle of the 

incident neutrons (expressed as momentum transfer (Q)) and the SLD (ρ) and thickness (τ) of the monolayer as expressed in 

Eq. (1) (based on Lu et al., 2000)). 
!"#
$%&'

≅ 4𝜌+𝑠𝑖𝑛+ !/
+
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 										(1)	

The SLD and layer thickness characteristic of the system can then be inferred from the relationship between reflectivity and 105 

momentum transfer as measured by the instrument. The two parameters are fitted as a combined ρτ value, which corresponds 

to a surface concentration of scattering length, from which the surface concentration of oleic acid can be determined as the 

scattering length of oleic acid is known (b = 315 fm). Reflectivity curves of R vs Q are collected at 20 s intervals throughout 

the reaction and fitted using MOTOFIT (Nelson, 2006), to give ρτ values for each timeslice. These fitted ρτ values can be 

converted into surface concentration (Γ) values for oleic acid (Eq. (2), based on Lu et al., 2000). 110 

𝛤 = /3
4
					 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 										(2)	

In order for the layer to stand out sufficiently from the other phases, a deuterated form, d34-oleic acid, was used. Spreading 

onto an aqueous subphase will cause the acidic deuterium to be exchanged with the subphase, so we use the scattering length 

of oleic acid with 33 deuterium atoms (315 fm) to calculate the surface concentration from ρτ values. For product 

identification studies, we used custom-synthesised half-deuterated d18-oleic acid. 115 

2.2 Reaction chamber for simultaneous infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) 

The reactions were carried out in a bespoke chamber developed by this research group. The chamber is designed to provide a 

controlled and confined environment in which the monolayer can be oxidised by a gas phase oxidant while under analysis by 

both neutron reflectometry and IRRAS. The integration of IRRAS analysis in situ during the neutron reflectometry 

experiment is non-trivial, and the entire analysis and reaction setup is described in detail in a method paper (Skoda et al., 120 

2017). For this study it had been further developed to allow for cooling of the subphase, in order to access relevant 

atmospheric temperature conditions. IRRAS integration is primarily intended to facilitate the study of mixed monolayers, in 

which one component can be deuterated (for neutron reflectometry) and the other left non-deuterated (and thus easily 

measurable by IRRAS). This work focuses on a film composed solely of oleic acid, so the IRRAS analysis served as an 

additional semi-quantitative method to follow the oleic acid component, rather than as a method to follow non-deuterated 125 

film components (Skoda et al., 2017). During experiments using d18-oleic acid, IRRAS data were sensitive to the deuterated 

and non-deuterated halves of the molecule (via the C–D and C–H absorption bands, respectively). The IRRAS equipment 

was only available at the INTER beamline, given the large and flexible sample environment available at that instrument. 
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Baseline-corrected integrations under C–D peaks (symmetric and asymmetric stretch) provide a series of peak area against 

time traces for each reaction, which reflect the presence or absence of CD chains at the surface and traces their evolution 130 

throughout the reaction.  

While IRRAS can measure deuterated components (the IR absorbance bands are shifted to a lower wavenumber, 

distinguishing them from the absorbance bands associated with non-deuterated components), the sensitivity in this region is 

much lower, as these bands are weaker and more affected by the gas-phase atmosphere above the organic film. This meant 

that the IRRAS measurements could not distinguish the residues left at low temperatures from background noise. Figure S13 135 

in the Electronic Supplement shows an example of IRRAS data from an ozonolysis experiment on INTER. 

2.3 Materials 

d34-oleic acid was used (one batch custom-synthesised by the ISIS Deuteration Facility and one batch purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich at 98 % Atom D; 99.9 %); the half-deuterated d18-oleic acid was produced by the ISIS Deuteration Facility; 

O3 was produced for the reaction using a commercial pen-ray ozoniser (UVP Ltd, Cambridge) to ozonise a stream of O2 140 

(99.999 %; BOC) regulated to a flow of 1.2 L min-1 (20 cm3 s-1) using an electronic mass flow controller to an O3 

concentration of (1.43 ± 0.05) × 1013 cm-3; the ozoniser was calibrated offline using UV-Vis absorption at 254 nm and an 

absorption cross-section value of 1.13 × 10-17 cm-2 (Daumont et al., 1992). Mixing ratios of ozone in the chamber were in the 

range 126 – 2010 ppb. 

3 Results and Discussion 145 

Prior to the ozonolysis studies we characterised the stability of the oleic acid monolayers at room and reduced temperatures 

(see Section S1 of the Electronic Supplement with π-A isotherms presented as Figures S1 and S2). After confirming the 

reactant film’s stability, we exposed the monolayers to ozone following the reaction by neutron reflectometry and IRRAS in 

the conditions described below. 

3.1 Pure Water Subphase – Room Temperature 150 

At room temperature, on a pure water subphase, we found that the removal of deuterated material from the surface is 

consistent with complete oxidation. The remaining reflectivity signal is not reliably distinguishable from zero and cannot be 

fitted except by using a fixed background. This is consistent with the results of Voss et al. (2007), but not with those of King 

et al. (2009), where a stable product film was reported.  

Figure 1 shows a time series of fitted ρτ values (proportional to surface concentration) for 120 s time slices of the reaction, 155 

with an O3 concentration of 323 ± 9 ppb introduced at t = 0 s. The absence of points after ca. 800 s indicates that the 

numerical fits fail to converge after this point, demonstrating that the reflectivity is not consistent with an adsorbed surface 

layer (i.e. not measurably different from the background). Figure S3 in the Electronic Supplement illustrates this as a pair of 
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before/after R vs Q reflectivity curves. The figure also shows data for a salt subphase reaction, which will be discussed 

below. 160 

This result of no measurable residue was reproducible across 11 different ozonolysis runs carried out across an [O3] range of 

126 ± 15 to 2010 ± 238 ppb as parts of three different beamline experiments at two different neutron facilities (ISIS INTER 

RB 1810793 and RB 1710483; ILL FIGARO 9-10-1518). 

3.2 Salt Water Subphase – Room Temperature 

Sea spray aerosol will naturally be salty, and a simple monovalent common salt, sodium chloride (aq; 36 g L-1) was used as a 165 

rough model of sea spray for this experiment.  

At room temperature, the reaction also proceeded to completion, with no residual deuterated material detectable at the 

interface. King et al. (2009) found that there was no detectable difference in the nature of the reaction between a room 

temperature pure water subphase and a room temperature salted subphase (across a wider variety of salts than studied here), 

and these results support that comparative conclusion (though King et al. actually measured a residual layer in both 170 

conditions while the present study has measured no residual layer in either condition; this experiment supports their finding 

that no difference between the reaction in the two conditions is detectable using this method). Figure 1 shows the results in 

these conditions as a time series of 120 second time slices (a lack of points indicates no convergence in the numerical fit; a 

pair of before/after R vs Q reflectivity curves can be found as Figure S4 in the Electronic Supplement). 

3.3 Atmospheric Temperature Conditions: Pure Water Subphase  175 

Experiments were then undertaken to determine if the reaction proceeds in a similar manner at atmospherically more relevant 

temperatures of 3 ± 1 °C. A clear difference between this reaction and the reaction at room temperature is observable. At the 

lower temperature, the neutron reflectometry data clearly show a residual signal from deuterated material at the interface 

after the initial reaction of oleic acid and ozone. On heating the subphase to room temperature, this residue disappears. This 

is inferred from the fact that, after heating, the reflectivity signal is consistent with that for a null reflecting water surface, 180 

meaning that no deuterated material remains at the surface (or so little that it cannot be distinguished from this background 

condition;1 the reflectivity data for such a null reflecting air–water interface are included in the electronic supplement (Figure 

S11). 

The kinetics of the reaction, however, do not seem to differ markedly in the two temperature conditions. A fuller treatment 

of the kinetics of the reaction (in which we confirm no significant difference in 2nd-order rate coefficients for the two 185 

temperature conditions) will follow later. 

                                                        
1 The exact value of this cut-off point varies depending on measurement conditions and count time, but SLD*thickness 
values as low as 5 × 102 cm-1, corresponding to ca. 5 % of the oleic acid concentration spread initially, have been reliably 
measured with this experimental setup. 
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Figure 2 shows a time evolution plot for these conditions. It demonstrates that a stable residual layer remaining after 

ozonolysis for more than one hour can be measured and fitted over 120-s counting periods, and that this is no longer the case 

after heating to 20 °C. The figure also shows data from a salt subphase reaction, which will be discussed below. Figure 3 

draws particular attention to the distinction between the situation after ozonolysis and the situation after heating by showing 190 

R vs Q reflectivity curves before ozonolysis, after ozonolysis and after heating (the analogous plot for the salt water 

condition is included in the electronic supplement as Figure S5). 

This measurable residue after ozonolysis is reproducible across 18 experiments carried out with a wide [O3] range from 126 

± 15 ppb to 2010 ± 238 ppb. The lower end of this range is close to mixing ratios of 100 ppb that have been observed in 

polluted conditions (Warneck, 1999) and thus approaches atmospherically realistic concentrations as far as feasible within 195 

the time constraints of beamtime experiments for such a rigorous study.  

Twelve of these runs (those obtained at the high-flux instrument FIGARO at ILL; experiment 9-10-1518) were carried out to 

determine the kinetic behaviour of this reaction, and were therefore performed using a high dQ/Q fast (5 s per measurement) 

chopper and slit setup optimised for kinetic measurements of the fast reactions afforded by high [O3]. These runs were used 

to measure 2nd-order rate constants for the reaction (this is discussed in a later section) rather than to precisely quantify the 200 

residual material; the setup is not conducive to precise quantitative measurements of the rather weak reflectivity signals 

produced by the residual layer. Therefore, these 12 runs support the qualitative conclusion that a residue remains after 

ozonolysis, but were not used to quantify this residue. 

Four runs (INTER; experiment RB 1810793) were carried out with the precise and reproducible temperature control system 

and with the neutron reflectometry setup optimised to facilitate precise measurement of a low intensity reflectivity signal 205 

(low dQ/Q; long count times facilitated by Event Mode data collection). These were assumed to be sampling from a 

Gaussian distribution of residue intensities, and on that basis a mean deuterated residue fraction of 11.1 % of the initial 

spread material was calculated, with a 95 % confidence interval of ± 1.9 % (absolute). 

3.4 Atmospheric Ageing Simulation 

In order to provide further assurance that the measured residue was a genuine product monolayer and not, for example, a 210 

temperature-dependent fitting artefact (perhaps due to a shift in roughness due to the temperature change), an experiment 

was performed in which, after ozonolysis of an oleic acid monolayer, more oleic acid was added and another ozonolysis 

reaction carried out, and then yet more oleic was added, and a third ozonolysis reaction carried out. If the measured residual 

reflectivity is due to a product monolayer, then this should build-up over multiple spreading and ozonolysis cycles. This was 

indeed observed, adding further weight to the conclusion that the measured residual reflectivity stems from the presence of a 215 

product monolayer that is impervious to further ozonolysis. 

Figure 4 shows a time series representing reflectivity from the air–water interface at 120-s time slices throughout this 

process, and clearly demonstrates the gradual build-up of a product monolayer. As well as illustrating that this is a real 

product, not a temperature-dependent measurement artefact, this represents a possible process in the real atmosphere, in 
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which reactive species could be repeatedly adsorbed to the surface and engage in reactions which leave small amount of 220 

unreactive material behind, gradually building up an unreactive monolayer. The atmospheric implications of this, which are 

potentially significant, are discussed in the Wider Atmospheric Implications section.  

Figure 5 further illustrates this as a series of R vs Q reflectivity curves for each spreading and ozonolysis (as well as for a 

final heating step; data for 2nd and 3rd spreading steps are omitted and only fits shown as all three data series heavily 

overlap), and Figure S6 in the Electronic Supplement focuses in on the build-up of the product monolayer by excluding the 225 

spreading R vs Q curves from the plot and zooming in on the post-ozonolysis reflectivity data. In Figure 5, the data points for 

the spreading of additional material (two series) are removed for clarity (they very closely overlap the initial spreading data), 

and only the fits are shown.  

3.5 Atmospheric Temperature Conditions: Salt Water Subphase 

Ozonolysis reaction was also carried out on the simple monovalent sea salt solution model subphase. At the same 230 

temperatures where a residue was observed on pure water (3 ± 1°C), a residue was not reliably measurable for the salt-water 

subphase: only one out of five runs carried out with the temperature control setup produced a measurable residue, and it is 

possible that this residue was not stable, but was still slowly disappearing – see discussion below on the unexpected kinetics 

of the reaction in these conditions. This could be because no residue remains under these conditions, or because whatever 

residue does remain is close to the detection limit for this technique. 235 

However, at still colder temperatures not accessible on a pure water subphase (-2 ± 1°C), a residue is reliably measurable. 

Figure 2 shows a time evolution for a reaction in these conditions, and Figure S5 in the Electronic Supplement shows the 

corresponding R vs Q plots for spreading, ozonolysis, and heating. 

This result was produced in duplicate (INTER experiment RB 1810793). Using the same assumption of sampling from a 

Gaussian distribution of measured residues as a fraction of initially deposited deuterated material as used in the pure water at 240 

3 ± 1 °C, the mean deuterated residue fraction of 7.3 % was calculated, with a 95 % confidence interval of ± 0.4 5% 

(absolute). The upper confidence bound of this mean lies below the lower confidence bound of the mean for the pure water 

at 2 ± 1 °C. This supports the conclusion that a little less product monolayer remains at the interface in the salt water at -2 ± 

1 °C condition than in the pure water at 3 ± 1 °C condition. 

A basic visual appraisal of the time evolution of this reaction (see Figure 2) also suggests a considerable difference in the 245 

kinetics of the reaction compared with those seen at room temperature, and on pure water at low temperatures. Instead of the 

linear-to-exponential decay (either to no signal, or to a residual signal) seen under other conditions, the reaction appears to 

follow a linear-to-exponential decay at first, before switching to a much slower roughly linear decay to the final residual 

monolayer. This shape was reproducible across three runs under these conditions, as well as in five runs with the salt 

subphase at 3 ± 1°C. One of these five runs in which a residue was detectable may have simply been a slow linear decay that 250 

was not allowed to run to completion – as this arresting of exponential decay and replacement with a much slower linear 
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decay was unexpected, it was initially difficult to distinguish from the stable residual monolayer, as seen in pure water at 3 ± 

1 °C and after the slow linear decay in salt water at -2 ± 1 °C. 

We can currently only speculate about what exactly is causing this deviation from expected stretched exponential decay in 

the low temperature salt water conditions. The most likely explanation seems to be that some deuterated products are 255 

building up on the surface throughout the reaction and then slowly partitioning away from the interface (in a process which 

goes to completion at 3 ± 1 °C but not at -2 ± 1 °C). 

3.6 Atmospheric Product Elucidation With Partially Deuterated Reactants: Pure Water Subphase 

In order to understand what the atmospheric impacts of this product monolayer are likely to be, it is important to understand 

its composition. The ozonolysis of oleic acid (see Scheme 1) produces four initial products: nonanoic acid, nonanal, azelaic 260 

acid and 9-oxononanoic acid. 

Nonanoic acid is the most obviously amphiphilic product, and thus the prime candidate picked out in the past for possible 

membership in a post-ozonolysis monolayer (King et al., 2009). Nonanal has been reported as partitioning to the gas phase 

upon oxidation of methyl oleate monolayers (McNeill et al., 2007). The surfactant activity of azelaic acid is under debate, 

with Voss et al. suggesting no surfactant activity (Voss et al., 2007) and Tuckermann taking the opposite view (Tuckermann, 265 

2007). The solubility of azelaic acid (2.4 g L-1 (Tuckermann, 2007)) is much higher than that of nonanoic acid (0.28 g L-1 

(Gilman et al., 2004)), so, in a reaction producing both products, azelaic acid is more likely to partition into the bulk rather 

than to the interface, although there is no conclusive evidence that it does not partition to the interface. King et al. (2009) 

suggest that it most likely partitions to the bulk. 9-Oxononanoic acid is not as well studied as the other products, and 

therefore is the hardest to predict as regards to its partitioning. King et al. (2009) suggest tentatively that it does not partition 270 

to the interface.  

From the results discussed so far and knowledge of the volatility, solubility, and amphiphilicity of the candidate species, it is 

reasonable to dismiss nonanal from consideration due to its measured partition to the gas phase in a very similar reaction, 

and due to the lack of any obvious significant amphiphilicity in the structure of the molecule. The results discussed so far do 

not allow discernment between nonanoic acid, azelaic acid and 9-oxononanoic acid, all of which, if present as product 275 

monolayers, could produce the observed results. 

However, the use of a partially deuterated form of oleic acid allows for some discernment between possibilities. Deuteration 

of only the tail-side of the double-bond of the oleic acid molecule (shown in teal in Scheme 1) facilitates an ozonolysis 

reaction in which two of the products (nonanal and nonanoic acid) will be deuterated (and thus detectable via neutron 

reflectometry) and the other two (9-oxononanoic acid and azelaic acid) will not be deuterated (and thus will not be detectable 280 

via neutron reflectometry). 

Depending on the makeup of the product monolayer, the measured residue (as a fraction of initial deuterated material) will 

vary from nothing (signifying a product monolayer made up entirely of azelaic acid and/or 9-oxononanoic acid) to twice the 
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relative amount (the same absolute amount if the same initial surface concentration of oleic acid is assumed) as in the d34 

case (signifying a product monolayer made up entirely of nonanoic acid). 285 

This experiment was carried out on a pure water subphase at 3 ± 1 °C and the result was intermediate between these two 

possible extremes. The fraction of deuterated material remaining at the interface was calculated for five ozonolysis reactions 

and the mean deuterated residue fraction was 9.8 %, with a 95 % confidence interval (assuming sampling from a Gaussian 

distribution as before) of ± 2.0 % (absolute). The confidence interval here heavily overlaps with the confidence interval for 

the mean deuterated residue fraction for the d34 experiment, so the two values are not significantly different. 290 

Indistinguishable fractional deuterated residue means that, from the same oleic acid surface concentration starting point, the 

deuterated residue present in a d18 experiment is half of what it is in a d34 experiment. This implies a product monolayer 

made up of roughly equal molar amounts of nonanoic acid and azelaic and/or 9-oxononanoic acids (the ratio between these 

latter two cannot be determined by this method, as both are deuterated in a d34 experiment and non-deuterated in a d18 

experiment). 295 

Figure 6 shows a representative example of a time series of 120-s time slices for this reaction on pure water, as well as the 

reaction on a salt subphase. The absolute amount of deuterated material in the residue is about half of that seen for the d34 

experiment in the same conditions (see Figure 2), and this comes close to the detection limit for 120-s count times in this 

neutron reflectometry setup. This results in many non-converging fits for the product monolayer, making its identification 

via this method of analysis alone difficult. However, taking longer time slices allows for a reliable discernment of a product 300 

monolayer, as the quality of the reflectivity statistics scales with the square root of count time (assuming a constant neutron 

flux). This is also illustrated in the stage-by-stage R vs Q reflectivity plots displayed in Figure S7 in the Electronic 

Supplement. 

A topping-up and re-oxidisation experiment was also carried out with d18-oleic acid, and the results were analogous to those 

for the d34-oleic acid experiment (except scaled down by a factor of two). This demonstrates that both the nonanoic acid and 305 

azelaic/9-oxononanoic acid components of the product monolayer can be built up over time (if only nonanoic acid were to 

build up, then the build-up of fractional deuterated residue would be faster in the d18 experiment; if only azelaic/9-

oxononanoic acid were to build up, then no build-up would be observed in the d18 experiment). These data are included in 

the electronic supplement (Figures S9 and S10). 

3.7 Atmospheric Product Elucidation With Partially Deuterated Reactants: Salt Water Subphase 310 

A series of d18 experiments was also run for the salt water subphase at -2 ± 1 °C in which measurable residue was observed 

for d34-oleic acid ozonolysis. This allowed investigation of the likely makeup of the product monolayer in the same way as 

under the pure water 3 ± 1 °C conditions. However, the yet lower absolute amounts of residual deuterated material in this 

experiment posed sensitivity problems for this method of measuring the residue, and therefore the conclusions that can be 

drawn about the composition of the product monolayer in the salt water -2 ± 1 °C conditions are less secure than those that 315 

can be drawn about the composition of the product monolayer on pure water at 3 ± 1 °C discussed above. 
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In two out of three runs, a residue was detected. This could be because the residue was genuinely absent in the third run, or 

because it was simply below the detection threshold. Treating the run in which no residue was measurable as a measurement 

of zero residue yields a mean fractional deuterated residue of 5.6 % with a 95 % confidence interval of ± 2.9 % (absolute) for 

this system. This may be a slight underestimate of the true value due to the treatment of below-threshold residue as zero 320 

residue. 

What can be said is that the product monolayer is not composed of all or almost-all nonanoic acid, as that would produce a 

significantly higher fractional deuterated residual in the d18 case than in the d34 case which can be ruled out by our data. It is 

not possible to say with confidence that the composition of this product monolayer is similar to that observed in the pure 

water 3 ± 1°C conditions (a roughly equal mixture of nonanoic acid and azelaic/9-oxononanoic acids), as the data are also 325 

consistent with somewhat lower relative levels of nonanoic acid (though not none at all, as that would produce no 

measurable residue). 

It must be noted that, in this particular case, an assumption had to be made that the reaction would have proceeded to 

completion within 4000 s, and that anything measured after that point was a stable residue. This is because the residue was, 

in all these d18 salt water -2 ± 1 °C cases, below the detection threshold for a 120-s count time. This meant that the reaction 330 

could not be followed to ascertain at which point the system was stable in order to define a period over which the residue 

could be more accurately measured using a single reflectivity curve compiled over a long count time. As the saltwater trace 

in Figure 2 (low temperature) shows, the reaction on salt water at low temperatures proceeds to completion over a much 

longer time frame than the pure water equivalent. 

In order to measure the stable residue, the 120 second interval time series graph is first prepared, and the slope of that graph 335 

is then used to determine at what point a stable residue has formed, and the time period during which that graph is flat is then 

averaged over to create the single “after ozonolysis” reflectivity curve which is shown in the R vs Q reflectivity graphs and 

used to determine the fractional deuterated residue values. For instance, Figure 2 shows that the signal is no longer declining 

after 4000 s, so the time period used for the “after ozonolysis” reflectivity curve in Figure S4 is 4000 – 4500 s (heating began 

at 4500 s). For all fractional deuterated residue calculations except these last (for d18 salt water -2 ± 1 °C), the 120 second 340 

time series interval graphs have been able to guide the time integration ranges for the step-by-step R vs Q reflectivity curves 

(see Fig. S7 in the Electronic Supplement). 

However, for the d18 salt water -2 ± 1 °C experiment, the absolute signal from the residue was so low that 120-s count times 

were not sufficient. As a result, the reaction was assumed to have completed by 4000 s (longer than any observed reaction 

times), and signal was averaged from this point until heating in order to quantify the residue. 345 

Figures 6 and S8 (in the Electronic Supplement) show a time series and R vs Q reflectivity plots for these conditions. The 

time series plot demonstrates that any residue is below the detection limit for 120 seconds of counting, however, the 500 

seconds over which the “after ozonolysis” reflectivity curve is calculated affords good enough data to discern a residue. 
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3.8 Atmospheric Product Stability: Temperature Threshold 

It has been demonstrated that a residue impervious to further ozonolysis remains at the interface after ozonolysis of an oleic 350 

acid monolayer by gas phase ozone at 3 ± 1 °C on a pure water subphase and at -2 ± 1 °C on a 36 g L-1 NaCl aqueous 

solution. However, it would be useful to establish across what ranges of temperature this product monolayer persists. 

For the salt water subphase, no residue can be observed at 3 ± 1 °C. This does not mean there is certainly no residue, as it 

could simply be below our detection limit. For the pure water subphase it is already clear, with easily measurable residue at 3 

± 1 °C (and more of it than on salt water at -2 ± 1 °C), that the product monolayer is more stable at higher temperatures than 355 

on salt water. In order to investigate how stable it is, a product monolayer was gradually heated to see if there was a critical 

‘threshold temperature’ above which it would be rapidly removed from the interface. 

This experiment was performed on the FIGARO reflectometer at the ILL (experiment 9-10-1518) and showed that the 

product film was stable at up to 7 ± 1 °C, though there was a slight linear decay in product monolayer surface concentration 

with increasing temperature. On further heating to 12 ± 1 °C, no ‘threshold temperature’ was observed but, at this higher 360 

temperature, the linear decay ran into the detection limits of the neutron reflectometry setup. This could mean that the 

monolayer is not stable at or above 12 ± 1 °C, or it could mean that it simply continues to gradually linearly decay with 

rising temperature above 12 ± 1 °C, but passed the detection limit of the setup used for this experiment. Either way, the 

product monolayer is certainly stable up to 7 ± 1 °C, but definitely not above 12 ± 1 °C (upper limit). 

It is important to note that a monolayer produced at 3 ± 1 °C and then being stable at up to around 12 ± 1 °C does not mean 365 

that a reaction carried out at 12 ± 1 °C would definitely produce a stable monolayer. However, this temperature ramping 

experiment at least provides a hint for the range of temperatures over which these product monolayers might persist. Most of 

the troposphere is below 10 °C, so these conditions are highly atmospherically relevant. 

Hung and Tang (2010) suggested that the physical state of products from the ozonolysis of solid state oleic acid particles by 

O3 might be temperature-dependent across a 4 – 9 °C temperature range, and it is worth considering whether the effect we 370 

report in present work is linked to this phenomenon, as there is overlap between this transition temperature range and the 6 – 

13 °C transition range we observe. 

Figure 7 shows the temperature-ramping experiment in detail. The temperature of the subphase is controlled by varying the 

temperature of a coupled coolant bath. For the experiments discussed thus far, the temperature of the subphase can be 

measured before each experiment, allowing the offset between bath and subphase to be measured and an accurate assessment 375 

of the subphase temperature via direct measurement used for each experiment. For this ramping experiment, it was not 

practical to measure the subphase temperature directly for every step. Instead, the relationship between bath and subphase 

temperatures were used to define a linear relationship between bath and subphase temperatures that was deemed sufficiently 

accurate given the existing ± 1 °C uncertainty. Diurnal temperature variations that could have disturbed this relationship 

were largely eliminated using air conditioning to maintain the temperature of the experimental area at around 15 °C, which 380 

was also key in reducing the impact of condensation. The bath was set to -1 °C for ozonolysis, then increased by 1 °C at t = 
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1035 s and every 300 s following until 5°C (corresponding to a measured subphase temperature of 7 °C) was reached after 

2535 s. A single step to a bath temperature of 11 °C, which corresponds to a subphase temperature of around 12 °C was 

performed at t = 3260 s. 

3.9 Kinetic Analysis of Oleic Acid Ozonolysis 385 

Experiments were performed on the FIGARO reflectometer at the ILL (experiment 9-10-1518) to elucidate the effect of 

temperature changes on the kinetics of the reaction. The ozonolysis reaction was performed with [O3]gas ranging between 126 

± 15 and 1005 ± 119 ppb. A pseudo-1st-order rate coefficient (k1) for each reaction was calculated by fitting a modified 

exponential developed in previous work by this group in order to account for the fact that [O3]gas initially builds up in the 

reaction chamber and thus rises steeply at the start of the reaction as initial mixing occurs within the chamber (Pfrang et al., 390 

2014). The traditional 1st-order exponential equation that describes a 2nd-order reaction occurring with an excess of one 

reactant (in this case, O3) is modified to (Pfrang et al., 2014): 

𝛤(𝑡) = 	𝛤8𝑒
:;<=>:

?
@A$:B

C@?DEF

                  (3) 

The expected exponential relationship between surface concentration (Γ) and time (t) is modified by the inclusion of a 

second exponential function that includes constants for the gas flow rate (f), which is 20 cm3 s-1 for these experiments, and 395 

chamber volume (v), which is 2.1 × 103 cm3, but which requires replacement with an ‘effective chamber volume’. The 

derivation of Eq. (3) is presented in previous work (Pfrang et al., 2014). 

It is important to note that this analytical treatment is not a complete description of the processes at work throughout the 

reaction. Transient reaction products at the interface are, due to their deuterated nature, measured along with the reactant film 

throughout the reaction if and when they are present (this is why the technique is sensitive to a residual product film). As a 400 

result, fitting this analytical model to the data needs to take this into account. A number of assumptions have to be made 

about the precise way in which ozone mixes into the chamber. These are discussed in detail in Section S3 of the Electronic 

Supplement. Here, we present and discuss the results of this fitting procedure. 

Figure 8 displays fitted k1 values for reactions under a variety of [O3]surf conditions at 21 °C and 2 °C, and 95 % confidence 

intervals for fits of k2 values (k2 = k1/[O3]surf) to these data. 405 

[O3]surf values were calculated from [O3]gas values by using a Henry’s law solubility constant for O3 in organics of 

[organic]/[gas] = 11.7 (unitless) and assuming the same layer thickness of 2 nm. This solubility constant is consistent with 

the value used previously in ozonolysis experiments by King et al. (2009) and is informed by the work of Smith et al. (2002). 

The error in each fitted k1 value, as noted in Section S3 of the Electronic Supplement, is dominated by uncertainty in model 

fitting at the start of each reaction. Uncertainty in [O3]surf arises from uncertainties in the calibration of the pen-ray ozoniser, 410 

which was performed using Beer-Lambert law UV absorbance at 254 nm using an extinction coefficient of 1.13 × 10-17 cm-2 

(Daumont et al., 1992). 
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The fitted k2 values for these two conditions (± a 95 % confidence interval) are (2.2 ± 0.4) × 10-10 cm2 s-1 and (2.2 ± 0.2) × 

10-10 cm2 s-1 at 21 °C and 2 °C, respectively. 

Our experiments observe either no difference, or a difference too small to be reliably detected (a difference of < 10 % might 415 

not be noticeable given the uncertainty in fitted k1 parameters and [O3] calibration). This is a similar situation to that found 

by Hung and Tang (2010), who observed, for ozonolysis of liquid oleic acid, a very slight dependence on temperature based 

on their point estimates of reaction rate that was within their margins of error (although they observed a strong temperature-

dependence for the ozonolysis of solid oleic acid). 

It is important to note that, as this reflectivity-based method for calculating surface concentration of oleic acid is not 420 

sensitive only to oleic acid, but also to reaction products that may remain at the interface, it is possible that the rate of 

reaction does differ across this temperature range, but that changes in product build-up and distribution conspire to entirely 

mask this, leading to a similar trend in total adsorbed deuterated material at the interface. It seems highly unlikely that 

counterbalancing effects would conspire to so well balance each other out across a range of [O3] conditions. In any case, 

from an atmospheric perspective, the key question is not how fast oleic acid reacts, but how fast the monolayer is removed 425 

from the interface. These experiments confirm that changing the temperature from room temperature to a more 

atmospherically realistic near-freezing temperature does not notably alter the rate of monolayer removal from the interface. 

Figures 9 shows time series of the product of SLD and thickness for the lowest and highest [O3]surf concentrations used at the 

two temperatures studied, to provide a clearer visual confirmation of the similar rates of the two reactions. 

It can be seen from these two comparisons that the rates of these reactions do not differ appreciably. Indeed, the offset 430 

between the two curves is due in both cases to slight differences in starting concentration. These plots also further 

corroborate the main result of this study – that a residue remains after ozonolysis at near-freezing temperature but not at 

room temperature. 

The rate coefficients determined here are ca. three times higher than those previously reported for ozonolysis of oleic acid 

monolayers (King et al., 2009). Significant variability between experiments to determine rates for these heterogeneous 435 

reactions is not unprecedented. When Hung and Tang (2010) investigated heterogeneous ozonolysis of liquid oleic acid they 

measured a rate coefficient that was three times higher than the highest value they could find in previous work (Moise and 

Rudich, 2002) and up to 10 times higher than the lowest. For solid state ozonolysis, the discrepancy was up to a factor of 40 

(Hung and Tang, 2010). 

Despite the limitations/uncertainties discussed above in our method for deriving a rate coefficient from these data, we 440 

believe it is still the best method available at this time. The most important conclusions here, however, are not the absolute 

rate coefficients measured but the fact that there is not a notable difference between them. Despite the qualitative differences 

between the ozonolysis of an oleic acid monolayer at room temperature and more atmospherically relevant near-freezing 

temperatures (namely the presence of a residual monolayer in the latter case), the kinetics of the reaction does not appear to 

be altered substantially in these two conditions. 445 
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4 Conclusions 

4.1 Atmospheric Surface Chemistry 

Based on our neutron reflectometry data, we conclude that the ozonolysis of an oleic acid monolayer on a pure water 

subphase (a basic model of an atmospheric water droplet) does not leave behind a product at the interface at room 

temperature, but does leave such a residual product film at more atmospherically relevant near-freezing temperatures, and 450 

may do so at temperatures of up to 7 – 12 °C. Data from an experiment involving re-deposition and re-ozonolysis of oleic 

acid showing the build-up of this product monolayer convinces us that this is a genuine product of the reaction. 

Further to this, we conclude that the ozonolysis of an oleic acid monolayer film on a 36 gL-1 NaCl aqueous solution subphase 

(a basic model of a sea spray droplet) does not leave a product film at the interface at room temperature, but does leave such 

a residual product film behind at temperatures below freezing. Such a residual product film probably is not left behind after 455 

ozonolysis at the 3 ± 1 °C temperature condition at which stable product films were observed on pure water. 

Based on data from experiments performed with a partially deuterated form of oleic acid together with a knowledge of the 

expected major products of the ozonolysis, we conclude that, for the pure water subphase, this product film is roughly half 

nonanoic acid, with the other half being azelaic acid or 9-oxononanoic acid, or a mixture of the two. For the salt subphase 

case, the data are less conclusive on the ratio between these components, though very high or very low fractions of nonanoic 460 

acid can be ruled out. 

Experiments performed at a variety of O3 concentrations demonstrate that the rate of monolayer removal does not differ 

significantly between the two temperatures studied, despite the clear qualitative differences in the end state of the reaction; 

rate coefficients were determined to be (2.2 ± 0.4) × 10-10 cm2 s-1 and (2.2 ± 0.2) × 10-10 cm2 s-1 at 21 ± 1 °C and 2 ± 1 °C, 

respectively. 465 

4.2 Wider Atmospheric Implications 

Almost regardless of the chemical nature of the surface film, the result from an atmospheric physics perspective is very 

similar: a film remains at the surface after ozonolysis of an oleic acid monolayer at atmospherically realistic temperatures. 

The presence of such a film means that the physical effects of a surface monolayer, such as reduced water uptake, reduced 

surface pressure, and reduced evaporation, will still be present, albeit not to the same extent, as they were in the original 470 

oleic acid-coated aerosol droplet. This means the fact that an oleic acid film will oxidise in the atmosphere does not render 

such a film irrelevant to the physical properties of the droplet in the long term, as would be the case if no residual film 

remained after ozonolysis. 

Furthermore, our re-oxidation experiments demonstrate that an inert product film may build up during the droplet ageing 

process in the atmosphere, even if only ordinarily short-lived reactive species (such as oleic acid and other unsaturated 475 

compounds) were initially emitted into the atmosphere. It is entirely possible that, given suitably cold conditions, an entirely 

saturated ‘full’ monolayer could be built up by repeated deposition and ozonolysis of entirely unsaturated precursor 
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surfactants. More generally, long-lived inert films could develop even if only short-lived reactive species are emitted, 

provided a suitable processing mechanism is available. The ozonolysis of oleic acid studied here is such a mechanism, 

therefore emissions of oleic acid and similar unsaturated fatty acids may well result in the build-up of saturated monolayers 480 

inert to further ozonolysis. This provides a way to reconcile the observation that anthropogenic activity emits significant 

quantities of unsaturated fatty acids (Shrivastava et al., 2007) with the observation that aerosol particles collected from the 

atmosphere seem to host monolayers entirely inert to ozonolysis (Jones et al., 2017). 

The presence of these long-lived films is atmospherically significant. The surface pressure reduction in particular may have 

an impact on cloud lifetimes via the stabilisation of lower diameter droplets associated with this change under Köhler theory 485 

(Ambaum, 2010). Other possible effects include: reduced water uptake (and therefore growth) of the droplet; inhibited 

evaporation from the droplet; reduced transfer of species between the droplet and the wider atmosphere (alternative 

processes leading to this effect have been discussed in earlier work by this research group and others (King et al., 2004; 

Pfrang et al., 2014, 2017)); and modified surface solubility of other atmospheric species (Barnes, 1997; Benjamin, 1996; 

Cohen Stuart et al., 1996; Gaines, 1966; Garrett, 1971; Gilman et al., 2004; La Mer, 1962, 1964; Mmereki et al., 2003; 490 

Mmereki and Donaldson, 2002; Ray et al., 1991; Rideal, 1924; Tomoaia-Cotisel and Cadenhead, 1991). 

In summary, this work provides evidence that even the emission of reactive surfactant species such as unsaturated fatty acids 

could alter the physical properties of water droplets in the atmosphere (including in clouds) over a much longer timeframe 

than the atmospheric lifetime of these species would suggest, via the build-up of inert monolayers on the surface of such 

droplets composed of the products of the oxidative processing of such fatty acids in the atmosphere. 495 
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Scheme 1: Oleic acid ozonolysis reaction scheme. We used both fully and half-deuterated oleic acid samples, granting us the ability 
to create different contrasts for analysis by neutron reflectometry. In the fully deuterated (d34) variant of oleic acid, both the head 645 
portion (purple) and tail portion (teal) of the molecule are deuterated. In the partially deuterated (d18) variant of oleic acid, only 
the tail portion (teal) is deuterated. The colouring of the products and intermediates indicates the fate of the two portions of the 
oleic acid molecule, and demonstrates that, when d18-oleic acid is oxidised, two products (nonanal and nonanoic acid) are 
deuterated, and two (ozelaic acid and 9-oxononanoic acid) are not. 
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 650 
Figure 1: Ozonolysis of an oleic acid monolayer floating on pure vs salt water. Time evolution plot for ozonolysis of 29 µL 1.0 g L-1 
d34-OA (CHCl3 spread. sol.) on pure water (green circles) and 25 µL 1.0 g L-1 d34-OA  36 g L-1 NaCl(aq) (purple squares) subphases 
by 323 ± 29 ppb O3 introduced at t = 0 s at 21 ± 1 °C. 

 

Figure 2: Ozonolysis of an oleic acid monolayer at low temperatures floating on pure vs salt water. Time evolution plot for 655 
ozonolysis of 25 µL 1.0 g L-1 d34-OA (CHCl3 spread. sol.) on pure water (green circles) and 36 g L-1 NaCl(aq) (purple squares) 
subphases by 323 ± 29 ppb O3 introduced at t = 0 s at 3 ± 1 °C (pure water) or -2 ± 1 °C (salt water). 
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Figure 3: Neutron reflectivity signal from the air–water interface before ozonolysis (blue circles - signal from the pristine oleic acid 
monolayer), after ozonolysis (red squares - clear signal remaining) and after heating (orange triangles - no measurable signal) for 660 
ozonolysis of 25 µL 1.0 g L-1 d34-OA (CHCl3 spread. sol.) on pure water subphase by 323 ± 29 ppb O3 introduced at t = 0 s at 3 ± 1 
°C. 

 

Figure 4: Experiment mimicking an aqueous aerosol droplet exposed to multiple cooking emission peaks and demonstrating the 
associated build-up of an inert organic film at the air–water interface at low temperatures. Time evolution plot for ozonolysis of 25 665 
µL 1.0 g L-1 d34-OA (CHCl3 spread. sol.) on pure water subphase by 323 ± 29 ppb O3 introduced at t = 0 s and after two additional 
spreadings of 25 µL 1.0 g L-1 d34-OA at 3 ± 1 °C. 
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Figure 5: Neutron reflectivity signal from the air–water interface before ozonolysis (blue circles (data only shown for first 670 
spreading; fits shown for all three spreadings - clear and consistent signal from the oleic acid monolayers across the three 
simulated cooking emission peaks), after ozonolysis (red squares-demonstrating the build-up of organic residue at the air–water 
interface during repeated exposure to cooking emission) and after heating (orange triangles - removal of organic residue at room 
temperature) for the multi-ozonolysis reaction shown as a time evolution plot in Figure 4. 

 675 
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Figure 6: Ozonolysis of a partially deuterated oleic acid monolayer floating on pure vs salt water. Time evolution plot for 
ozonolysis of 17 µL 1.3 g L-1 d18-OA (CHCl3 spread. sol.) on pure water (green circles) and 36 g L-1 NaCl(aq) (purple squares) 
subphases by 323 ± 29 ppb O3 introduced at t = 0 s at 3 ± 1 °C (pure water) or -2 ± 1 °C (salt water). 

 680 

Figure 7: Gradual loss of residue due to increase in temperature. Time evolution plot for ozonolysis of 29 µL 1.0 g L-1 d34-OA 
(CHCl3 spread. sol.) on pure subphase by 754 ± 89 ppb O3 introduced at t = 0 s at 2 ± 1 °C, with temperature ramping (described 
in detail in the text) from t = 1035 s; error bars are omitted for visual clarity. 
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 685 
Figure 8: Kinetics of ozonolysis of the oleic acid monolayer on pure water at room and low temperatures. Fitted k1 pseudo-1st-
order rate constants against [O3]surf at 21 ± 1 °C (orange) and 2 ± 1 °C (aqua). 

 
Figure 9: Comparison of time-dependent loss of material from the air–water interface during oleic acid ozonolysis at room and low 
temperatures and at highest and lowest [O3]. Time evolution plot for ozonolysis of 39 µL 0.75 g L-1 d34-OA (CHCl3 spread. sol.) on 690 
pure subphase by O3 introduced at t = 0 s at 21 ± 1 °C (orange) and 2 ± 1 °C (aqua); error bars are omitted for visual clarity. 
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